Offerings returned on the Religious Bulletin requesting prayers for Bill Mitchell were as follows:

- Masses said: 40
- Masses heard: 337
- Holy Communions: 637
- Rosaries: 187
- Way of the Cross: 49
- Visits to the Blessed Sacrament: 110
- Other prayers: 240
- Visits to the Grotto: 148

This report has been sent to his parents, and you may be sure it will do much to comfort them. Those who have failed to note their offerings may still do so at Room 141 Sorin.

Charity,

The collection last Sunday filled out the hundred dollars required for the hut for the lepers and left fifty dollars as a start for Brother Anthony. Money previously collected for Brother Anthony amounted to approximately $160, and two dollars have been contributed since Sunday. His urgent need is for a house for the Brothers of Holy Cross who teach in the High School in Dacca, the diocesan see of the Bengal Mission.

Father Hudson reports that he has raised about $900 additional for the lepers, making a total of $1000 for their needs. This will amount to a great deal more than $1000 when applied to the needs of these poor outcasts of humanity. Those who have contributed to this fund can feel that they have on their praying staff for the rest of their lives to most powerful intercessors possible, for Christ was the Friend of the lepers.

Mite boxes are still lying untouched at the pamphlet rack near the door of the Sorin chapel. Do not put money in them and leave them there: take them along and return them with your offerings at the end of Lent. There are those who do not scruple to rob a missionary of his miserable living; do not place temptation in the way of these weaklings.

Prayers.

Jos. Geraghty's sister has just undergone a serious operation. Ray Keiser's father died Wednesday night. Three boys request prayers for sick relatives and two for deceased persons. Three special intentions are recommended, and three acts of thanksgiving.

Return Answers Promptly.

If your questionnaire is not returned before Easter, the chance of its being returned at all is very slim. Please cooperate cheerfully in this work, which is now regarded by educators as a classic on adolescence. America for January 29, 1927, speaking of the study of religious conditions on the campus of Catholic and secular schools alike, made this significant remark: "One way in which the Catholic school can offer maximum cooperation in such a movement is to make known, as Notre Dame University has done in its monumental Religious Survey, what dynamic factors Christ and religious truth may be in the average college student."
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